Abstract -This paper presents a method to generate fill-in clues and answers for building automatically a crossword. Answers are capitalised words present in an input sentence and clues are segments of the dependency syntactic structure of that sentence. The pairs (Clue, ANSWER) are extracted from a collection of raw sentences related to the history of Sarawak. This work is at its early stage, and thus the proposed method that generates automatically fill-in clues, was tested on a small set of sentences and the obtained results are promising. Near 53% of the generated fill-in clues are considered correct. The major contribution of this work is the innovative strategy used to read the result of a pre-order depth-first search applied on a dependency graph to generate the clues. The clues and answers generator is implemented in Python.
INTRODUCTION
Almost a century exists between the first known published crossword puzzle, in short crossword, in 1913, by Arthur Wynne and the first fully automatic crossword generator in 2008 [1] .
One of the major challenges in creating a crossword, either by human or by machine, is to find the clues that correspond to an answer. This paper presents a method to tackle the problem. The approach uses the syntactic dependency analysis of raw sentences and the pre-order depth-first search on the corresponding graph to generate clues and answers. Thus, it falls under the sub-component "automatic clues and answers generation" and does not touch the other components illustrated in Fig. 1 , which means that the crossword layout generation (or grid generation) is out of the focus of this paper.
The work presented in this paper is part of a large project that aims to generate automatically crosswords that are related to the history of Sarawak. Therefore, the crossword is a thematic or domain-specific crossword. As defined by the dictionary WordWeb, a history is "a record or narrative description of past events". History is part of the heritage that one country and each citizen of that country should preserve as it conveys information over centuries. The history of one country is unique and irreplaceable. However, history is often narrated from different perspectives. As such, it is presented in various ways with multiple versions on several kinds of materials. For this paper, the elements of the history of Sarawak that are of interest for generating automatically clues and answers were extracted from raw texts crawled from the Web. Then, the challenging task is to identify and extract from those texts the segments that can be used as clues and answers. Thematic crosswords like the history of Sarawak crosswords can be used as an instructional game. Users are given a different way of learning the history. They can review, test, and update their knowledge through a lexical game. Teachers can use this kind of thematic crosswords to evaluate or improve students' knowledge about history: how to spell, who did what, what happened at that specific date and location, and so on. But for most users, playing crosswords is just a hobby.
Section II recapitulates the research done so far on the automatic generation of crosswords. Section III describes the proposed method in generating automatically clues and answers from raw sentences. Section IV presents the experiment results as well as the analyses of those results. Section V concludes the presentation with a mention to the future works.
II. RELATED WORK
The majority of existing works solves the problem of creating clues by looking for definitions either from existing Automatic Crossword Building
Automatic Crossword Construction
Automatic Crossword Solving
Automatic Grid Generation
Automatic Clues & Answers Generation dictionaries or thesauri or from the analyses of sentences found on the Web.
In 2008, [1, 2] presented the first fully automatic crossword generator: from collecting definitions (or clues) to the crossword solving using Constraint Satisfaction Programming. They crawled the Web to look for definitions. The pair (Clue, ANSWER) corresponds to (definition, subject). A definition is recognised based on a pre-defined constituency structure: "subject + nominal predicate + complements". The constraint put on the structure of a definition may limit the space for other potential clues. Like the proposed approach in the current paper, the Web is used to find documents related to the theme of the crossword. However, the structures of the definitions (or clues) are totally open as explained in section III. The evaluation of the crossword generation system in [1] showed that 81% of the definitions were classified as correct. It is not surprising to get such high level of perfomance since a definition corresponds to a pre-defined syntactic structure. As shown in Table II , the clues generator presented in this paper did not reach such level of correctness as the system does not work with any pre-defined syntactic structure for the clues.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The workflow in generating clues and answers from the Sarawak historical raw texts is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The first step corresponds to the acquisition of a collection of texts related to the target topic, which is the history of Sarawak. Once the collection is acquired, it needs to be pre-processed to extract all sentences. Then, each sentence is analyzed to determine its dependency syntactic structure and to extract all capitalized words that are not in a stop list. Then, the output of the dependency parser is transformed into a graph for pre-order depth-first search. Clues are generated for each capitalized word based on a proposed method for reading the depth-first result. 
A. Thematic Corpus Building
There are two ways in building a thematic corpus: crawling the Web or digitizing documents. The objective of the crawling is to search and collect Web pages that relate the history of Sarawak. Unfortunately, there are not so many documents on the history of Sarawak on the Web. If one provides Google search engine with the keywords, "history + Sarawak", the number of hits will be around 9.5 million compare to number of hits for "history + France", which is near 1.7 billion. Many of these Web documents narrate the same events, the period of the White Rajahs.
B. Sentence Extraction
Sentences are extracted from the collected texts. Titles and sub-titles of the texts are discarded manually. Sentences are recognized automatically by their structures. They correspond to a sequence of characters that starts with a capital letter and ending with one of the following separators, full-stop, exclamation mark, and question mark.
C. Sentence Analyses
The analyses of an input sentence are the syntactic dependency parsing and the capitalized words extraction.
a) Extracting Capitalised Words as Answers:
The extraction of capitalised words rely on a list of words (or stoplist) that contains most of English function words. The algorithm is described as a pseudocode in Fig. 3 . The condition for checking if the input word is either a Roman numeral or not must be done as historical documents contain many of these strings.
In the input sentence in Fig. 4 , the capitalized words are "Sarawak", "Portuguese", and "Cerava". The word "The" is discarded since it is in the stop list.
b) Generating Syntactic Dependency Structures:
There are many existing dependency parsers that work well on English sentences. One of them is the Stanford dependency parser 1 . Given an English sentence, the parser outputs a list of triplets corresponding to the dependency relations that exist between pairs of words. An example of such analysis is shown in 
D. Pre-order Depth-first Searching
The clues and answers generator was implemented in Python and thus the package Pygraph 2 provides a module to search a graph with different strategies. The pre-order depthfirst search strategy in Pygraph reads a graph from left through the root to the right as shown in Fig. 5 from the generated triplets in Fig. 4 . To understand the result provided by Pygraph in Fig. 5 , Fig. 6 depicts the graph obtained from the triplets in Fig. 4 . The image was generated by a tool named GrammarScope 3 , which provides a mean to visualize the "grammatical structure and relations of any text as parsed by the Stanford Parser". The words "Sarawak" and "Cerava", which are, respectively, the first and last elements in the pre-order list (Fig. 5) correspond to leaves in the graph.
E. Fill-in Clues Generation
To generate the fill-in clue for each answer (that is, each capitalized word in the sentence), a strategy is proposed to read the result of the pre-order depth-first search. The position of a target word -corresponding to an answer -in the pre-order list is very important for the proposed strategy. If the target word occurs before the root-node, which means on the left-side of the root, the corresponding clue corresponds to the segment that starts from the node after the target word node until the root. However, if the target word occurs on the right-side of the root, the corresponding clue corresponds to the segment that starts from the first word in the pre-order list until the node before the target word node. Fig. 7 illustrates the overall idea.
In (a), the target word (TW) is before the root and in (b), the target word is after the root. 
F. Fill-in Clues Generation
To generate the fill-in clue for each answer (that is, each capitalized word in the sentence), a strategy is proposed to read the result of the pre-order depth-first search. The position of a target word -corresponding to an answer -in the pre-order list is very important for the proposed strategy. If the target word occurs before the root-node, which means on the left-side of the root, the corresponding clue corresponds to the segment that starts from the node after the target word node until the root. However, if the target word occurs on the right-side of the root, the corresponding clue corresponds to the segment that starts from the first word in the pre-order list until the node before the target word node. Fig. 7 illustrates the overall idea. In (a), the target word (TW) is before the root and in (b), the target word is after the root. Let us consider the capitalized word "Cerava" as the target word (TW). From the pre-order result in Fig. 5 , "Cerava" occurs after the root and thus, the applied strategy will be the one shown in Fig. 7 (b) . The generated sub-segment will be ['Sarawak-4', 'of-3', 'area-2', 'The-1', 'known-6', 'was-5', 'ROOT-0', 'Portuguese-8', 'to-7', 'cartographers-9', 'as-10']. If the words in that list are put in order of appearance (that is, the order in the original input sentence), as indicated by the number after the hyphen, then the fill-in clue for the answer "Cerava" will be: "The area of Sarawak was known to Portuguese cartographers as __". Now, let us consider the capitalized word "Sarawak" as the target word. It occurs at the right-side of the root and thus, the strategy will be the (a) as shown in Fig. 7 . The sub-segment of the pre-order list will be ['of-3', 'area-2', 'The-1', 'known-6', 'was-5', 'ROOT-0']. The generated fill-in clue will be "The area of __ was known". The empty slot maps the position of the target word in the original sentence structure. The clue may lead to many possible answers but if the crossword is a thematic crossword on the history of Sarawak, the set of possible answers is tremendously reduced. Besides that, the player has another clue to find the answer: the number of empty cells corresponding to the number of letters in the answer.
For the input sentence in Fig. 4 , the answer "Portuguese" would not give a correct clue. In the pre-order list, "Portuguese" occurs after the root. The generated fill-in clue will be "The area of Sarawak was known __". By replacing the empty slot by "Portuguese", the sentence becomes ungrammatical: *"The area of Sarawak was known Portuguese". The Stanford Dependency Parser made two errors in defining two relations. The dependency relation between "known" and "Portuguese" is defined as "xcomp" (open clausal complement) , and the dependency relation between "Portuguese" and "to" is "aux" (auxiliary). These relations should be, respectively, "iobj" (indirect object" and "pobj" (object of a preposition). Even though the corrections were made manually on the output from the Stanford Dependency Parser, the ungrammaticality of the generated clue remains.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSES
The proposed method for generating automatically fill-in clues and answers from raw sentences was tested on 55 sentences. These sentences were selected manually from the crawled documents based on two main criteria. They contain words that represent locations in Sarawak as well as the names of well-known persons in the history of Sarawak. Segments of the sentences that are enclosed between parentheses were discarded. Table I provides an overview of the average of words, capitalized words, and generated clues for the tested sentences.
A. No Output Clues
The difference between the average number of capitalized words and the average number of generated clues (Table I) is due to the fact that some capitalized words did not have an output. The reason is that they occur on the right-side and just next to the root.
For example, the word "Vyner" in the sentence "After World War II, Vyner Brooke ceded Sarawak to the Colonial Office in exchange for a sizeable pension for himself and his three daughters." did not have any output. In the pre-order depth-first search, "['After-1', 'ceded-8', 'Brooke-7', 'Vyner-6', 'ROOT-0', 'Sarawak-9', 'to-10', 'Office-13', 'the-11', ", the word "Vyner" occurs just before the root node. From the proposed reading presented in Fig. 7 , no words occur between the target word and the root. 
B. Incorrect Clues
One can consider that 41% of incorrect clues are important making the proposed method not interesting. But on the other side, nearly 53% of the generated clues are correct clues.
Incorrect clues are generated segments that belong to one of the following contexts:
 The generated clue is incomplete (e.g., "then", "Anthony then", "At least so things stood until the arrival of a young [English] adventurer from", in which "English" is the target word);
 The generated clue is ungrammatical (e.g., "Anthony Brooke then opposed the cession of [Rajah] territory to the British Crown and was associated with antisecessionist groups in Sarawak", in which "Rajah" is the target word; in the input sentence, it is "Rajah's territory");  The generated clue is neither understandable (e.g., "Anthony Brooke then opposed the cession to [Crown]", in which "Crown" is the target word and it is part of the phrase "British Crown" in the input sentence), nor helpful (e.g.,. " [Brooke] continued" or "Charles [Brooke] established") for a crossword player;
 The generated clue is incorrect historically (e.g., "Charles Vyner formally ceded sovereignty to the [British] Crown from his wife among others" when the input sentence said "Charles Vyner Brooke formally ceded sovereignty to the British Crown on 1 July 1946, under pressure from his wife among others.".
There are two main reasons for all these errors. The target word is on the left-side and very near to the root node. The complement of the last word in the clue occurs after the root node, and thus the proposed reading of the pre-order depth-first search in Fig. 7 (a) did not capture that complement.
All the White Rajahs had as a surname "Brooke" and thus, it is possible that some clues contain homonyms of the answer. For example, the answer is "Brooke" (i.e. Charles Brooke) and the clue is "Brooke's nephew and successor was chiefly responsible for acquiring more land from the Brunei Sultanate which basically led to the land size of Sarawak today".
C. Generated Answers
As explained in section III. C, answers for a crossword on the history of Sarawak are capitalized words. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of these capitalized words from the 55 sentences. The 221 capitalized words contain 74 unique types of words. There are only two words ("Brooke" and "Sarawak") that occur 30 times in all sentences. However, there are 42 words that occur only once in the collection of sentences. These results indicate that using just initial capital letter to find terms related to the history of Sarawak is reasonable.
The 74 capitalized words can be classified as follows, in which more than 62% can be considered to be part of the vocabulary of the history of Sarawak:
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The work presented in this paper is the starting point of a large project, which aims to generate automatically a crossword for learning, understanding, or reviewing the history of Sarawak.
Clues have different structures ranging from short corresponding to several words to long as a full sentence. The clues generated by the proposed method have both structures. However, some generated sentences can be considered as too long for a crossword, and thus too easy to find the answers. The next step of this research is to reduce the length of these sentences through some constraints like limiting their structures to specific dependency relations.
For a thematic crossword, the choice of the answers is crucial as they must be terms that belong to the topic of the crossword. In this paper, the answers are simply capitalized words. This approach avoids the failure of a named entity recognizer in identifying entities that are proper to the events in Sarawak. From the analysis of the results, more than half of these capitalized words belong to the chosen topic, the history of Sarawak. In the future work, a subset of non-capitalized words (e.g., nouns, verbs) will be processed and evaluated.
The percentage of automatically generated clues is still very low and thus, the next work will be either improving the grammaticality of the current clues or finding an additional method to generate clues from complex sentences.
